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Summary: Attendance was lower at this meeting than the MBS had anticipated. Of 10 tables 2 
were full, two had ~ 4 people at them and one had 2 (total participants ~26). Participants were 
primarily white, middle-aged to older (although ~ perhaps half dozen young adults).  ~ 75% 
were male. Sally Hintz, representing Maria Cantwell’s office, Jay Tomkins DelBene, and Gail 
Fiege from Everett Herald were also present to observe & report back on the meeting) 

Interactions at each of the tables seemed very congenial. Participants seemed to trust in, and 
appreciate the opportunity to be a part of the process. People seemed to feel comfortable 
sharing their perspectives and values with others in their groups who did not share the same 
points of view although in some instances it seemed that some individuals tended to dominate 
the conversations at the tables.  

Jennifer Eberlien: Welcome and introduction to the sustainable roads analysis. SRA is not a 
final decision about which roads will close, but a process to come up with a strategy to ensure 
the ecological, economic, and social sustainability of Forest Roads. Diverse group of 
stakeholders helped to come up with process of analysis and will continue to provide input in 
terms of moving forward. In addition to consulting with public through 8 public meetings and 
online questionnaires, MBS is gathering input from 16 tribes, and with cities. Jennifer explains 
the rationale for the SRA (same ppt. given by Mike at Darrington) – 2005 travel management 
rule, history of MBS roads, etc. During Jennifer’s talk, the group was very quiet, did not raise 
questions about or objections to the information being presented.  

Lee Cerveny: Introduces human ecology mapping project.  

Q. One participant explains that her favorite places are ones that she does not want 
road access to. Lee C. suggested that the participant can note the place but not a road, 
and explain on the questionnaire her rationale. Phyllis R. suggested that the participant 
highlight roads up to the point where she does not want road access. 

Report out: Note – report out was very quick; I tried to summarize the key themes that 
emerged in the discussion, rather than each and every response 

 Consequences  

1) Reduced access to recreational areas, particularly for youth and elderly 
people and thus fewer opportunities to experience nature  

2) The possibility of increased pressure on existing roads and areas 

3) Possibility of an increase in hiking/biking/ORV recreational 
opportunities (i.e., roads to trails, unmaintained roads accessed by ORV’s, 
etc.) 

4) Improvements in natural resource conditions, water quality, wildlife 
habitat, etc. This third consequence suggested a cultural model in which 
it is understood that “nature” is better off without roads – and perhaps 
the humans that use them. 
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 Top three criteria for prioritizing roads. 

1) Risk assessment, including:  

a. How frequently does damage, such as washouts, occur?  

b. What sorts of risks does the road pose to wildlife, other natural 
resources, and the watershed?  

2) Costs involved in maintaining a particular road, which should include an 
assessment of community interest in maintaining the road and/or access to 
alternate sources of funding  

3) Level of actual use of the road.  

 Top three strategies and opportunities 

1) Seek out public-private partnerships 

a. Promote volunteerism to keep roads open, including encourage 
“adopt-a-road” type programs, support existing volunteer road 
maintenance programs 

b. Seek out alternative sources of funding 

2) Change expectations about road maintenance  

a. Reduce maintenance levels instead of closing roads 

b. Leave roads opened but not maintained, with caveat to “use at own 
risk” 

3) Increase revenues within FS for road maintenance (i.e., timber harvest) 
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